Update on immunotherapy for recurrent pregnancy loss.
Results of recent, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials have raised questions about the efficacy of immunotherapy for recurrent spontaneous abortion (RSA). Most of the clinical trials have shown a 70% successful pregnancy rate with immunotherapy. The controversy comes from variations in success rates in the control populations, which have ranged from 29% to 76%. Explanations for these variations includes small sample sizes and heterogeneity by the populations studied as well as cointervention by the placebo. A meta-analysis has been proposed to investigate these explanations. Because the trials have largely used husband's leukocytes for immunization, alternative forms of immunotherapy have been sought. Two treatments that have been proposed but have not completed testing a randomized, placebo-controlled trials are intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) and immunization with seminal plasma. A safe and efficacious method is needed to treat recurrent spontaneous abortion; it is hoped that results of proposed studies will answer this controversy.